
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Information for course participants at: 
 
      “Telehandler course” 
 
 
 
Admission requirements: At least 18 years. The student must have a driving licence car or tractor. 
The driving license must be presented at the start of the course. 
 
If the student does not have a driving license, a medical certificate without a picture must be 
handed in. The student can participate in the test, but does not receive his/her certificate before 
presentation of a medical certificate 
 
The student must be present at the machine instruction at the first day of the course. 
 
Duration:  
 
Telescopic (48671) 5 days 
The courses consist of 50 % theory and 50 practice. 
 
Purpose:  
 
The participants can independently: 
Operate telehandlers with forks for lifting and transporting various goods. 
 
Superiority as well as center of gravity and stability using the machine’s load diagram and can 
perform the work. 
 
Certificate test:  
 
The course concludes with a theoretical and a practical test, which is assessed by the subject 
teacher and an external examiner. A test is taken on the machine set belonging to the course; that 
is, on multiple machines. If the test is not passed, the student must take a new course; however, 
the censorate can assess the school’s rules according to the rules of the Danish Working 
Environment Authority school, assess that a new examination is sufficient. 
 
Dress:  
 
The school makes no demands on dress however, it is a requirement to wear safety foodwear and a 
helmet, as the driving primarily takes place on the outdoor driving area, appropriate work clothing 
that can withstand dirt is recommended. Bring clothes according to the season from the first day of 
the course. 
 
Teaching materials:  
 
The students must bring their own paper and pencil and so on. 
Compendiums are lent during the time the course lasts. 
Teaching materials that the student borrows from the school must be  
handed in undamaged at the end of the course. If this does not happens the school reserves the 
right to claim compensation. 
 


